We consider the poset of all submatrices of a given matrix, ordered by containment. The unique rank function for this poset is given by r(M) = R(M)+C(M)?1, where R(M) and C(M) denote the number of rows and columns of a nonempty matrix M, respectively, and the rank of the empty matrix is 0. For xed k and i our objective is to nd a set M of submatrices M 1 ; M 2 ; : : :; M k such that r(M j ) = i for all j and the shadow of M is minimal, that is, the number of submatrices M with r(M) = i ? 1 contained in a member of M should be smallest possible.
Partial results concerning the shadow minimization problem for our poset were obtained by Sali. In general, he conjectured a theorem of Kruskal{Katona type to hold. We show that this conjecture is true. In fact, our result covers a slightly more general case (the cartesian product of a Submatrix Order and a Boolean lattice).
The mentioned result can be formulated in terms of nite sets: Let A; B be two disjoint subsets of a nite set N. We consider all subsets F N satisfying A 6 F and B 6 F. For xed i; k we determine a family F = fF 1 ; : : :; F k g of such i{subsets of N which has minimum number of (i ? 1){sets contained in some F 2 F.
Finally, as an application we give a solution to the problem of nding an ideal of given size and maximum weight in Submatrix Orders and in their duals.
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Introduction
In this paper we solve the Shadow Minimization Problem for the poset of submatrices of a matrix, i.e. we prove a theorem for this poset which is analogous to the classical Kruskal{Katona theorem 7, 8] for Boolean lattices. For all de nitions not included in this article we refer to Engel's book 2].
1.1. Submatrix Orders. Let M be a matrix and R and C its sets of rows and columns, respectively. Clearly, every nonempty submatrix L of M can be considered as a pair (S; T), where ; 6 = S R; ; 6 = T C and L consists of all cells lying in a row from S and a column from T. The empty matrix can be considered as the pair (;; ;). Now a submatrix L 1 = (S 1 ; T 1 ) is contained in another submatrix L 2 = (S 2 ; T 2 ) i S 1 S 2 and T 1 T 2 .
Introducing the set N := R C, the poset of all nonempty submatrices of M, ordered by containment, is isomorphic to the poset SM(R; C) of all subsets F of N satisfying F \ R 6 = ; and F \ C 6 = ;, ordered by the usual set inclusion. (To include the empty matrix we could give the empty set into SM(R; C). In the sequel, we will consider it without the empty set since it is more convenient and our results can be extended to SM(R; C) with the empty set in a trivial manner.) Obviously, SM(R; C) is isomorphic to the cartesian product of B 0 jRj and B 0 jCj , where B 0 n denotes the Boolean lattice of order n without its minimal element. Furthermore, the unique rank function for SM(R; C) is given by r(F) = jFj ? 2. 1.2. Kruskal{Katona type theorems. Sali 11, 12] proved for SM(R; C) several analogues to classical theorems on extremal sets. In 11] he conjectured a theorem of Kruskal{ Katona type for SM(R; C). Let P be ranked poset with the associated partial order , and denote its i{th level (the set of all elements of rank i) by N i (P). If there is no danger of ambiguity, we will simply write N i . For an element x 2 P the shadow (x) of x is the set of all y 2 N i?1 such that y x. The shadow of a subset X N i is de ned to be the set (X) = S x2X (x). Let further be a (total) linear order of the elements of P, and for X N i denote the set of the smallest (with respect to ) jXj elements of N i by C(X) and call it the compression of X (w.r.t. ). A subset X N i is said to be compressed if X = C(X). If the statement (C(X)) C( (X)) for all i; X N i (1.1) is true, then it is called a theorem of Kruskal{Katona type for P.
The original Kruskal{Katona theorem says that the above inclusion holds for the reverse{lexicographic order (to be de ned later) on Boolean lattices. Posets with the property that there is an order satisfying (1.1) often are called Macaulay posets since the rst example (cartesian powers of an in nite chain) is due to Macaulay 10] . Other examples can be found in 2] for instance.
It is easy to observe (see 2] for instance) that (1.1) holds for some poset P and some total order of its elements i the conditions j (C(X))j j (X)j for all i; X N i (1.2) and C( (C(X))) = (C(X)) for all i; X N i (1.3) hold. These conditions are called nestedness resp. continuity of the solutions for the Shadow Minimization Problem.
It is also well{known (cf. 1, 2]) that (1.1) is true for P and i the same condition is satis ed for the dual of P and the reverse of . The dual P of P is the poset on the same set of elements with the partial order given by x y () y x, and the reverse of is de ned by x y () y x.
1.3. The poset SM (N; A; B). By this equivalence, instead of SM(R; C) we can consider its dual SM (R; C). For convenience, replace every element L = (S; T) of SM(R; C) by L = (R n S) (C n T) when turning to the dual. (As well we could say that a submatrix L of M is now represented by those rows and columns that have to be deleted from M to obtain L.) Now SM (R; C) is the poset of all subsets F of N = R C satisfying R 6 F and C 6 F. The partial order on the subsets of N is the usual set inclusion, and the rank of F 2 SM (R; C) equals its cardinality. The advantage of working with SM (R; C) rather than with SM(R; C) is that for F 2 N i (SM (R; C)) all (i ? 1){subsets of F are elements of N i?1 (SM (R; C)). Therefore, (F) is the set of all (i ? 1){subsets of F, independent of the concrete choice of N; R; C.
In fact, we will study a slightly more general class of posets. Namely, we will not demand that the \forbidden" subsets form a partition of N. So 2. The total order of the elements of SM (N; A; B) We will now introduce a linear order of the elements of SM (N; A; B). In section 4 we will show that (1.1) is satis ed for .
Throughout we assume jNj = n and A = fa 1 ; a 2 ; : : :; a s g, B = fb 1 ; b 2 ; : : :; b t g such that 1 s t; a 1 < a 2 < < a s < b 1 < b 2 < < b t and e < a 1 for all e 2 N n (A B): Furthermore, throughout i is an integer with 0 i n ? 2. For brevity we put S := SM (N; A; B). In the next proposition we list some facts that follow immediately from the above de nitions. The poset S is called additive (w.r.t. ) if for all i 2 f1; : : :; n ? 2g and all initial segments I N i (S), segments T N i (S) and nal segments F N i (S) with jIj = jT j = jFj the following inequality is satis ed:
The next lemma yields a corollary which will be needed in the proof of our main theorem. . Furthermore, let let F 0 and F 00 be sets of the smallest jT 0 j and the greatest jT 00 j elements of F w.r.t.
, respectively. Now j new (T 0 )j j new (F 0 )j follows from the fact that B(a 1 ; b 1 ) is isomorphic to a Boolean lattice and j new (T 00 )j j new (F 00 )j is implied by the induction hypothesis (induction on m).
If T \ B(a 1 ; b 1 ) = ;, then partition F into F 1 = F \ B(a 1 ; b 1 ) and F 2 = F n B(a 1 ; b 1 ). Furthermore, let T 1 and T 2 be sets of the greatest jF 1 j and the smallest jF 2 j elements of T w.r.t. , respectively. Now j new (T 2 )j j new (F 2 )j is implied by S n B(a 1 ; b 1 ) = SM(N; fa 1 g; B n fb 1 g) and the induction hypothesis (induction on t). Finally, de ne F 3 := f(F n fb 2 g) fb 1 g : F 2 F 1 g. It is easily observed that F 3 is a nal segment of SM(N; fa 1 g; B n fb 1 g) and that j new (F 3 )j = j new (F)j. Consequently, the induction hypothesis (induction on t) yields j new (T 1 )j j new (F 1 )j. 3. Compression techniques and stable families In the following we will introduce three types of operations, partial compression, partial shifting and a move of segments. These operations transform a subset F N i (S) into another subset of N i (S) preserving the cardinality. It is known that partial compression does not increase the shadow. Furthermore, we will prove that partial shifting does not increase the shadow of a subset which is stable under application of partial compression. Moreover, we will show that the move of segments does not increase the shadow of a subset which is stable with respect to partial compression and partial shifting. Finally, we will investigate the structure of families which are stable under application of all three operations. Note that partial compression does not give us a possibility to replace in F 2 F elements of B by elements of A. That is why we also need partial shifting. Katona 6 ] observed that j (s xy (F))j j (F)j Proof. For convenience, let F 1 := F n B(a) and F 2 := F \ B(a). We The next lemma is a statement about the structure of families which are stable under application of partial compression and partial shifting. Obviously, it would not be true if we would just demand that the families are partially compressed. Proof. Let F 2 F \N i (B(a s ) ) and e 1 ; e 2 2 N nfa s g such that e 1 = 2 F, e 2 2 F and e 1 < e 2 . If fe 1 ; e 2 g J 2 fA; B; N n A; N n Bg, then C J (F) = F implies (F n fe 2 g) fe 1 g 2 F. Otherwise e 1 2 A n fa s g and e 2 2 B must hold, and (F n fe 2 g) fe 1 g 2 F is implied by s 0 e 1 e 2 (F) = F.
Iterating this argument, we obtain that F = ff 1 ; : : :; f i g 2 F \N i (B(a s )) implies G 2 F for all G = fg 1 ; : : :; g i g 2 N i (B(a s )) with g j f j for j = 1; : : : ; i. 
Moreover, for every L the rst element of E(L) w.r.t. is the set L K, where K is the set of the smallest i ? (t ? 1) elements of N n fa s g. Clearly, E(B n fb 1 g) = N i (B(a s ; b 1 (B(a s ; b 1 )) . If H 00 H 0 would hold, then Lemma 3.3 would yield E(G) F, a contradiction to the choice of G 0 . Consequently, H 0 is an initial segment of H 00 .
To conclude the proof, note that E(G) and H 00 are both isomorphic to N i?t+1 (B jEj ), where B jEj denotes the Boolean lattice of order jEj. Furthermore, new (E(G)) and new (H 00 ) are both isomorphic to N i?t (B jEj ), the families G 0 and H 00 are isomorphic to a nal segment and an initial segment of N i?t+1 (B jEj ), respectively, w.r.t. the reverse{ lexicographic order. Since Boolean lattices are additive w.r.t. the order rl (3.3) holds in both possible cases: G is a nal segment of E(G) and H is a segment of H 00 or G is a segment of E(G) and H is an initial segment of H 00 . Proof. Let N i (B(a s ) n B(a s ; b 1 )) F. If N i (B(a s ; b 1 ) ) F, then we have (a). Otherwise we obtain (c) by C NnB (F) = F. By Lemma 3.6, we can assume that F is stable. Furthermore, without loss of generality, we can assume that i t. Otherwise, C(F) is isomorphic to the set of the jFj reverse{ lexicographically smallest i{subsets of f1; 2; : : : ; ng, and (4.1) follows from the Kruskal{ Case 4. Assume that s < t and F \ B(a; b 1 ) = ; for all a 2 A n fa s g. We apply induction on t, using t = s as the induction basis. So let the assertion be true for t 0 < t. Now by (4.12),(4.13),(4.14), we obtain j (F )j j (F)j: Put F 4 := F 5 n F 1 . Finally, applying exactly the argumentation following (4.10) in Case 3. completes the proof of the theorem.
5. Ideals of maximum weight Let P be a Macaulay poset with the partial order , the rank{function r and the associated linear order . A subset X P is an ideal if y 2 X for all x; y 2 P with x 2 X, y x. We introduce a weight function w : P =) R such that r(x) = r(y) implies w(x) = w(y) and such that r(x) < r(y) iimplies w(x) w(y), i.e. w is constant on the levels and increasing with the levels of P. The weight of a subset X P is the number W(X) := P x2X w(x). P is called rank{greedy (w.r.t. ) if x y, x 6 = y imply x y (i.e. is a linear extension of the partial order) and if r(x) > r(y), z y 8z 2 (x) imply x y. Clearly, in a rank{greedy Macaulay poset the set of the smallest m elements w.r.t. is an ideal for every m jPj. For X P let c(X) denote the set of the smallest jXj elements of P. Proof. If P is a rank{greedy Macaulay poset, then also P is rank{greedy (see 2] for a proof). Therefore, it su ces to show that S is rank{greedy. This follows from Proposition 2.1(d), Proposition 2.2 and the fact that Boolean lattices are rank{greedy w.r.t. rl .
